Despair is the source of all life
SelfDestruction the only way.
I choose death to live!
Dark Fortress, Stab Wounds.
Beyond a certain age, a journey across the city becomes
uncomfortably reflective. The addresses of the dead pile up.
Ian McEwan, Atonement.
To Ida and Kees; they know why.
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It is late at night; some people wander around quite drunk, avoiding explicitly to come close
to the canal: they don't want to fall down, probably. It is a nice night, though: from time to time one
can feel the warm wind slight touch right on the face; here and there friends go in bunches,
laughing, passing by the boarding house doors, not even noticing it, just another house amidst the
old medieval streets of the city. And besides, it is pitch black in there; no lights in the boarding
house: just darkness and silence through its walls. Thus, how could anyone pay attention to it? All
that can be seen is mere shadows, abstract forms projected on old walls made of concrete; no-one
wants to see those monstrously unaccepted shapes; no-one wants to be looking intently at that old
medieval boarding house blackened walls; no-one dares to do so: thus, people pass by, just as the
clouds do in an October cloudy day; for no apparent reason. Not so far from the house, what
appears to be an old man is laying down, barely covered in rugs, upon the dirty pavement. This is
not the first night he has to stay outdoors, completely alone if it was not for all those drunk crowds
trudging back home. But tonight he decided to lay there, close enough to the boarding house, for
some unknown reason. People just avoid him disgusted, as if there was not another human being,
deep down all that dirty face and rugs, laying there. He is taking a nap; an old bottle of red wine
resting beside him; his breath going slow now, because he is dreaming: of a better life, where
people do care about him. Every now and again one can see him smile; it is a warm night after all,
and despite the sadness in his tortured life, he still smiles though only in dreams. Some sort of sweet
thoughts are being rendered only for his eyes; he keeps smiling now whilst that warm wind caresses
his dirty black hair smoothly: back then, there was a wife and a daughter; foggy images trying to
shape themselves just for him. The alcohol makes all disappear, but not quite yet: there are still
those blurred images he can summon whilst dreaming. He thinks: That's not fair! But still, he keeps
seeing those images coming from the past, where love and happiness used to shake hands almost
every day; no-one gives a damn but if they did, they would see an old sad man quivering all over,
tears rolling down his cheeks, brushing some of the glued filth on his face away; Don't leave me!,
he cries all of a sudden, lifting his left hand, reaching out; Stay!, he begs. Then, he awakes and
opens his eyes, looking around, disoriented. Once again, he does not know where he is exactly.
That's why he has to guess. Ah, he recalls, I decided to have a nap over here! I was on my way to...
Where? It does not matter, not really, not now; he stands up, rubbing his eyes, putting some dirt
back on his face in doing so. He intends to go find another place to sleep. He feels something is not

exactly right over there. Probably the alcohol, that may be. No much luggage to pack; merely some
stolen bedlinen among old newspapers and that bottle of red wine, now completely empty, but still
useful for further uses. Now that he is packed, he is free to go: it is a warm night after all, and he
feels like walking for a while. Behind him, not so far away, there's a dim light visible from the
outside by the boarding house front door. He does not notice it because he is now leaving the other
way. There it is, that light, as if someone had decided to turn it on. The old man is starting to get
further, further, from the house, and now one who could be standing by the same slightly
illuminated front door looking at him, wouldn’t see much of that old drunk and sad man; just a
small dark figure mingling with the night.
In a flash, there is no figure at all. Just the murmurs of the crowds laughing and bottles and
cups clinking against each other from afar. There's no-one close enough to the boarding house now,
and the place where the old man laid down looks like an immense gap; a thunder seems to scream
fiercely up there, and the warm wind has decided to find a replacement in the form of a suddenly
brutal and cold one blowing spuriously; sweet night no more. And there, right by the front door, the
light starts flickering briefly, until there is no light at all. The entire household now remains silent
and dark once again; just a sombre structure, another old medieval house no-one pays attention to;
surrounded by two lovely canals, settled in a tranquil street quite far from the tourist attractions of
the city.
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He was standing by the front door; it was difficult to ring the door whilst carrying the city
map on his left hand and grabbing hold of his huge bag with his right; travelling didn't suite him at
all, but there he was; waiting for someone to come out and greet him from that old boarding house
guts. At least it was cool out there; the flight from Barcelona turned out to be a burden, but surely
not on purpose: the airline he flew with had had some awful delays on almost all its flights, so
instead of arriving in the city by daylight, it was almost dark. Some cold wind was jerking his map
violently, but he didn't care: all he wanted was to get in the house, where he would be fairly
protected from that cold wind and any other dangers that unknown foreign city had in store for him.
He was about to ring a second time when the front door opened. A good-looking woman in her
sixties appeared, smiling:
“Welcome! You must be the guest from Barcelona!”
“I am, indeed”, he said, smiling back at her.
“Let me help you with your luggage; there's a narrow staircase here.”
She got out of the house in order to get his bag, and in doing so, allowed him to catch a
glimpse of the boarding house interior. As she said, he could see part of a steep narrow staircase,
with a white wooden rail, starting almost by the front door and leading to the other three house
storeys. He came in, followed by his landlady, who was lifting his huge bag exclaiming:
“Wow, it's heavy!”
She rested the bag upon the doormat, turning her back on him briefly to shut the front door.
He looked around, but he couldn't see much more than the staircase and the front door; he was
standing in some sort of a corridor, with two white closed doors on his left, that very staircase on his
right, and nothing else in front of him.
“If you don't mind, I'll call my husband to help me out with your bag”, said she, smiling.
He nodded. It was a huge bag, very huge indeed, so he felt a bit guilty for not even trying to
handle it himself. But looking carefully at that staircase, he was sure he would not be able to
achieve such a thing without either harming himself or breaking something. That white wooden rail,
for instance.
“Hello, welcome to our home!”, said a cheerful voice on his left; he turned back to face it. A
tall thin man wearing glasses passed him quickly, smiling, scratching a patch on his head. After
studying the huge bag for a moment, he said: “Okay, there we go!” He grabbed the bag with his
right hand and, in no time, was headed for the second floor. “It's not that heavy, after all.” he said, “I

dare say it is not as heavy as it is huge” With that, the bag was resting right in the second floor of
the boarding house, and he could go upstairs now, walking behind his landlady. They ended up in
another corridor, with three wooden white doors, only one of them opened. They entered the room;
he could see a number painted black over the wooden door: one, it said.
“Well, this is it!”, said his landlady. Her husband was going downstairs again, excusing
himself.
“Oh, this is lovely!”, he said, looking at every single detail in that bedroom. Fresh yellow
dahlias greeted him with such a sweet fragrance; the bed was covered in white and clean bedlinen;
he could discern a huge window behind a curtain. Upon the bed table, a lamp with a ceramic-base
was scarcely illuminating the entire bedroom.
“Thank you, you are so kind. Before I leave you,” said she, “breakfast's at 7:30.”
He nodded. She started her way out when she seemed to remember something quite out of
the blue, and turning back added:
“If you want a cup of tea, or even a coffee, you've got plenty of that in your room.” Then,
she pointed at a table beside the bed. Upon it rested a nespresso machine and a kettle, both
surrounded by capsules, an obscene variety of teas and infusions, sugar lumps, silver teaspoons and
lots of lots of other things he did not know of.
“Great!”, he said, smiling. “I love having tea and coffee!”
“Now, I'll leave you. See you tomorrow, have a good night sleep.”, she was getting out of
the bedroom, so he said quickly before seeing her disappear downstairs:
“I know I will!”
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The running water woke him up.
According to the boarding house's website, there were two guest rooms. The room where he
was staying was one-numbered, so it was fairly evident to think the second one being upstairs, right
on the second floor. Obviously, his landlady would explain a lot of new things to him during the
breakfast, and maybe some of this new information would be related to the second room as well.
After all, it was a bit naïve to think himself the only guest lodging there. Thus, he guessed the other
guest was taking a shower. He had a look at his wristwatch, which was by then resting on the bed
table, facing him. It was obscenely late to have a shower: 3:30 am. Bloody hell, when one was
staying in a boarding house surely one was supposed to behave quite in a different way, no wonder
why. But maybe that other guest upstairs was not aware of such a thing. “Leave it by now,” he said
to himself, “maybe it's just tonight.” That perfectly could be.
However, he was sleepy no more. He got up from the bed and went close to the table
supporting that huge amount of teas and coffees. Beside the kettle, there was an aquafina bottle of
still water. He poured some of it in the kettle, turning it on. Opposite the table was a comfortable
settee; he had a seat there whilst waiting for the water to boil. Had it not been for that water
running all the pipes down from the second guest room, that would have been a peaceful night, very
peaceful indeed. The kettle stopped the hissing quite immediately, releasing the power button, so he
knew the water was ready. He got up, putting himself in front of that magnificent assortment of teas
and infusions. After pondering for a while, he came to a decision: a lovely cup of Earl Grey would
do.
He went back to that settee, this time holding the cup of tea with his right hand. He had a
few sips before closing his eyes momentarily, trying to make that annoying sound of running water
disappear. He could not, so he opened his eyes again looking a bit upset. “I told you!”, he seemed
to hear someone whispering in his ears, “I told you not to come!” That probably was his wife, an
old but yet sweet voice, coming from the past. It was a bit late to do otherwise, so why bother?
There he was, hearing voices. He smiled briefly; travelling was something he intended to do in
order to stay away from his own wretched life, going further and even much much further every

now and again, as if trying to escape. Curiously, that place, that boarding house, was reminding him
of her: an old glorious image belonging to maybe the only past he would like to recall. For a
moment, that smell of fresh dahlias was replaced completely with her perfume; he looked around as
if searching for her; but apart from him, there was no-one in that bedroom. That intense scent
remained, so he got up leaving the cup of tea upon the table where it belonged, and looked around
one last time. Still nothing to see. He nodded tiredly; he was starting to fall asleep again, so it was a
good idea to go back to bed. He came close to the dahlias, smelling them. Their perfume was that of
hers.
“I miss you”, he said, his face buried in yellow dahlias, “I miss you so much”, he added,
still inhaling that fierce fragrance from the dahlias, closing his eyes in order to smell them more
intently.
Above him, some steps could be heard. The other guest was apparently getting out of the
shower, and was due to bed; so that first night in that old medieval European city, the boarding
house would have been in deep silence again if it had not been for some tears of insurmountable
sorrow being shed in that very room, where a man was letting some fresh yellow dahlias conceal his
face.
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. “I heard the other guest having a shower,” he said to his landlady quite out of the blue.
They were in the dining room, beside the kitchen, in what he could understand would be the
basement in any other house placed in Barcelona. He was seated at a huge wooden table, where all
was delicately set: a crystal jug containing home made orange juice right in front of him; silver
cutlery on his left, beside a white linen napkin; some bread and pane cakes put upon a big ceramic
plate, a bit far from his reach it has to be said; a fruit salad made of water melon, apple and candied
pineapple; a smoky teapot upon a silver tray to avoid the wood to be damaged; a white cup made of
expensive porcelain surely in order to have tea or white-coffee – though the milk was nowhere to be
seen-; and last but not least some ham on a crystal recipient, on his right.
“Oh, surely it was a dream,” she said smiling, “because you are the only guest in this house
right now.”
He looked up, frowning: “Am I?”
“You bet”, she responded, still smiling. A bell could be heard from the kitchen. “Oh!,” she
exclaimed, “the oven!”
She went to the kitchen, coming back after a bit carrying another plate filled with croissants.
She put the plate upon the table, beside the teapot, moving the silver tray from where it rested
slightly towards the table's centre, in order to make some additional room.
“Don't eat them right away; they are still hot.” she warned him.
“Don't worry, I won't.”
She went to the kitchen again and came back with a cup of tea. She took a seat on his left, by
the garden's door.
“So, am I the only guest? Is that so?” he asked her again.
She sipped her tea before responding: “Well, that certainly is.”
He nodded. That was a bit odd, but he was starving. Maybe that was not the right moment to
think about such matters; later on, perhaps. After all, that breakfast looked really tasty. He tried that
fruit salad first.
“It's good.” he said, still chewing.
She put the cup upon a coaster before uttering: “You are really kind, thank you.”
He looked at her for a while. She was a good-looking woman, despite the fact she was
probably in her early sixties. He was really bad at guessing people's age, but still he thought her
husband was surely a lucky man. He stopped surveying her briefly to let his gaze stroll quite
chaotically around the dining room walls, where certain portraits hang. He, himself, did not have

portraits hanging on his flat walls. He had never fancied them. Maybe, he said to himself on one
such an occasion, it was because it was sad to look at them for they belonged to a far away past, like
stolen moments from an ancient life due to cease; those ones hanging from his landlady's house
walls reminded him of that very same dreadful feeling.
“Am I going to have tomorrow's breakfast all by myself, like this morning?” he wanted to
know.
“I'm afraid there is no other guest coming.” she admitted.
“Well, at least that means I'm going to be so tranquil here.” he said, cheerful.
Her eyes glow fleetingly. He had finished the fruit salad and now was drinking the orange
juice quite eagerly.
“It's been a while since the second room was occupied.” she said almost in a whisper.
“Why's that?” he inquired, leaving the empty jug upon the table again. She sighed, armsfolded, lifting her head a bit. He helped himself with the teapot. “What's in there?” he asked.
“Strong coffee.”
“Great!” he said, pouring some of it in that porcelain cup. It was black, indeed. “So, tell me,
is anything the matter with that second room?”
“As far as I know, nothing that cannot be mended.” she stated.
“I see, so, what is it then?”
She sighed again, staring at him.
“You don't want to hear a story like this one in your first day here.” she observed.
“I'd love to.”
She smiled. Indeed; such a good-looking woman, nonetheless. She looked a bit nervous
though; probably because of the tale she was about to tell him; or maybe because he was a total
stranger in that house, not to mention the fact he was from abroad, and despite so she intended to
relate that tale to him. She unfolded her arms and sat up in the chair.
“Okay, I think this story deserves to be told, after all.” she said.
“I'm all ears.”
She got up and started to go around the dinning table. Finally, she decided to stay by the
garden's door. Turning her back on him, she opened it; some sun rays penetrated through the room
making the silver tray glow.
“You see, today's really warm”, she said. “But this house's always cold.”
“I'm not cold.” he admitted, trying to sound polite.
“Of course you are not, I put the central heating on early this morning.” She turned around.
“That may be, then.” he admitted, dryly.
“Anyway,” she went on, “there are days when even turning the central heating on it's not
enough.”
“Is that so?”
She did not respond. He looked at the garden for a bit; it was cosy. A picnic table laid in the
middle, with some wooden benches around it. A huge plant pot could be seen on its right, its base
made of porcelain and depicting some sort of an angel with unfolded wings, crying.
“We've been here for five years, you know,” she said, “only five years.”
“I see.”
“During all this time, this residence has been a peaceful place to be, as a guest, for
professors and tourists equally.”
She stopped talking and looked at her wristwatch. Then, as if remembering something, she
asked him: “Aren't you late or something?”
“Oh, no, not at all. I've got plenty of time. Please, do continue.”
She nodded, concealing her wristwatch under a sleeve. “This house was not a boarding
house at all at first, did you know that?” it was a rhetoric question, so he decided not to interrupt
her, “So, we bought it five years ago to start this enterprise, you see. Many guests have come to
enjoy a short stay among these very walls, most of them have come back twice or even more
times.” She stopped talking and added: “Oh, sorry, I did not mean to boast.”

“You didn't.” he assured her.
“You are extremely kind,” she said. For the best part of a minute, she said nothing. He was
sure she was trying to find the right words to go on, the best way to explain such a tale without
making a fool of herself or something of that sort. Eventually, she continued: “Well, one day an old
gentleman knocked at our door. He was a writer in need of some peaceful place to write. Our
second room was available by then, so we took him in.” She got up, getting her empty cup of tea.
Then, excusing herself, she went to the kitchen where she poured some more tea in it. From there,
she went on: “He was polite and clean, and he stayed for one whole month. The weird thing is that
he had breakfast in there, you know,” he could see her in the kitchen pointing with her index finger
at the ceiling, “and he never came downstairs to have breakfast in here.”
“You are quite right there, that's a bit odd.”
“Oh, we have had some guests quite fond of their own loneliness, but even those ones
wanted to have breakfast in the dining room, though at a really odd times.” she smiled. “Anyway,
he had breakfast every single day in his room. I put his breakfast upon a silver tray and every
morning, at 6:00am, I was due to bring it upstairs.”
“Quite an annoying thing to do, I guess.” he observed.
“I was exhausted because in order to serve him the breakfast, I had to prepare it at least half
an hour before. That meant I woke up every morning at about 5:15am.”
She came back from the kitchen, still holding her cup of tea. She was yet to have a sip.
“So, what happened?” he asked.
“One cold and bleak morning, I brought his breakfast upstairs, as usual. I knocked at his
door, but I got no answer. Therefore, I thought him asleep, so I left the silver tray upon a chair by
his door and went downstairs again.”
As if trying to recreate that very moment, she rested her cup of tea upon the wooden dinning
table. She looked a bit pale.
“Are you feeling all right?”
“Oh, yes, don't worry about me.”
She sipped some tea from her cup. It seemed that that lovely cup of tea was calming her.
That odd tale was starting to get extremely interesting, but he could almost foresee where she was
getting at.
“So, what did you do?” he asked.
“Not much, really. I did my housework; I went to the supermarket for some supplies, then I
came back home in order to clean the first room up. I did not think to go upstairs to check on him. I
was just fairly busy with my own stuff.”
“I see.”
“So, the next morning I realized I had forgotten to get the silver tray back, you know.”
He stared at her intently. She had another sip of tea.
“Thus, I went upstairs to get it back.” she went on. “You can imagine how I felt as soon as I
saw the silver tray untouched, still laying right upon that chair.”
She paused briefly; he took advantage of it and poured some more strong coffee in his
porcelain cup. He didn't want to miss a word of her story. She remained silent all this process along,
looking at the ceiling.
“So, what happened next?” he asked her.
“I tried to talk to him through the closed door. I said: Weren't you hungry? But I got no
answer. I couldn't hear any sound in there.”
“Didn't you open the door?”
She smiled. “Not immediately; we've got some principles involved when it comes to our
guests' privacy, you know.” she said with a serious look on her face. “I resolved to call on my
husband, who were on some errands at that moment.”
She took a deep breath and got up again, quite unexpectedly. She was in evident disgrace,
she was not comfortable talking about that matter and still, she had been the one bringing that very
same matter up. To some extend, she reminded him of his wife. Those old days before the illness set

foot in their home had been the best of their lives. He found himself every now and again thinking
about her, even now, amidst that foreign city, whilst listening to that spooky tale of unknown guests
entering their rooms and not getting out of them for days on end. That fragrance he could smell at
night, somehow replacing that other one belonging naturally to those fresh yellow dahlias, and the
feeling she was actually in there, beside him, though invisible, depressed him. Not a single spoken
word coming from that landlady would make him think of better days now: that seemed foolish; her
words were darkening his days instead.
“He came quite quickly,” she started again, “grabbed the bedroom's key just in case and
opened the door. It wasn't locked.”
He left the cup upon the table, before the plate where some rest of fruit salad could be seen.
Then, entangling his hands, said:
“What did you see in there?”
She sighed. He could feel some dreadfulness surrounding them right there, in that dining
room. Before knowing anything about that weird scary tale, it looked like charming and homely.
Unluckily, it was charming and homely no more.
She sat on that chair on his left again, for the last time that morning, and with evident
discomfort, she managed to utter some words due to conclude that tale:
“He was dead. Dead as a doornail.”
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There's no such things as ghosts, he recalled her saying. His wife was laying on the marital
bed, hardly noticing he was right there, because the illness had took her eyes as well. The bedroom
was surrounded by fresh flowers: red roses and red tulips. He stood beside her, resting his back
against the window frame, observing her sink. The doctors had told him already she was not
supposed to last much longer. According to their medical opinion, it was a miracle that she was still
alive. “Oh,” he said to her, “but you are wrong there. They do exist.” She moved her head slightly,
as if trying to accommodate herself in such a way that, if anything, she could keep the false illusion
of being able to actually see him. He looked at her, and in doing so, he watered his eyes. She looked
so fragile, so weak, so dependable, that he could barely stand it. “It is you, who is wrong.” she
assured him, smiling. She could still smile, despite all the pain, and he dried his eyes and reached
her bed. He knelt down beside her. He caressed her forehead, feeling the coldness on her skin,
which was white as bone. After so many years, this. He tried to cheer up; he did not want to show
sadness in front of her; he wanted to be strong: she deserved that very much. But that sight was
insurmountable: she was dying right there, on that very same bed where they had had sex so many
and glorious times, and now she was almost like an empty vessel, and he was trembling all over,
and he wanted to let her know they did exist, the ghosts, they did really exist, they had to, otherwise
that would mean he would be absolutely alone without the smallest chance of meeting her one last
time, in that so far hereafter, where tearful souls would be reunited for ages on end.
It was all in vain; she passed away that same night. It was quite a shock. He did not want to
see anyone; he stayed at home for a whole month barely feeding himself. When he decided it was
about time to get out of the house, he was all skin and bones. The moment he set foot on the street,
he felt sick and vomited. He started wandering around the streets, trying to pull himself together.
Life is quite a different thing to cope with now, he thought. That last smile is there all the time; a
grin on a dead face; long black hair rotting itself, spread all over the marital bed; from it dark and
dirty threads emerge, looking nasty and dreadful; and her white face is now surrounded by them,
and he does not intend to brush them aside; he knows they are dead but somehow alive as well, and
they look like daring him to do so, so that he can end up trapped in them. No way, he says to
himself, I am going to touch them; so he does not. It is dark in there and he is cold, and he wonders
if that's because of her. I love you, he says to her though he does know she is gone already, and
there is no way she can hear his uttered words now, because what is laying there, right now, it's just

a carcass.
This time it was the phone that woke him up. It was not late; he had been dozing for maybe
half an hour on that comfortable settee. That could explain why, at first, it was so difficult for him to
reach out for the cell phone, resting all by itself upon the bedroom's carpeted floor.
“Yes?”
“How are things going, pal?” asked a voice on the other side of the line. He stood up, a bit
surprised. Pacing the bedroom up and down, he held the cell phone tight against his right ear.
“Doctor!” he exclaimed.
“Yeah, that is me!”
After his wife's death, a lot of things had changed for the worse. Therefore, certain help was
required. That doctor speaking now on the phone was the first form that help had adopted; a
cheerful psychiatrist expert on amending people's life using an astonishing assortment of legal
drugs. It was his idea, in fact, to get out of that house and go on travelling; no drugs this time, he
would say smiling, there is no need to do so, not yet. So, after much more pondering, he decided he
would go to Holland.
“Oh, you know, not so brilliant” he admitted, resignedly.
The Doctor came to a silence for a long while. He waited for him to continue, and in
realizing he did not, he added:
“It is not your fault.”
That appeared to work, for the Doctor hurried to say:
“Oh, I see, it is okay. Maybe I could prescribe you some drugs, after all.”
“Not at all, I'll be fine.”
He could hear the doctor sighting on the other side of the line. He could even imagine him
seated on that black-furred armchair; upon the desk a laptop running the screen-saver; some papers
spread out all upon the wooden desk in such an obsessive and ordered manner; a pile of sorted
folders standing on its left side, a bit far from reach, with big blue printed out letters: surely on top
of that same pile there would be the one summarizing his own life.
“Is anything the matter?” the doctor asked him, doubtful.
He took his time before answering:
“Doctor, do you believe in ghosts?”
“What sort of question is that?”
He smiled. Ghosts; no way he was thinking seriously about having a ghost right upstairs.
However, that first night had proved relatively plausible.
“Oh, I've been having, you know, experiences.”
“It is not that; it's just you are a bit down in the mouth. That's all.” observed the doctor.
“That perfectly may be, but still ...”
“You are talking nonsense. There is no such things as ghosts.”
“So my wife said.”
But he was not so sure now. According to his landlady, someone had died upstairs, and now
the second room was empty. Despite so, he could hear the water running and the steps of someone
above getting out of the shower and going to bed. That was not pure imagination, that was
something real. He could possibly need some drugs to get on, but that did not change the matter-offact situation he got right there, in that old Dutch medieval boarding house.
“You see? Put your mind at rest; go on a tourist rampage or something!” the doctor
suggested.
“I intend to pay the tower of the city a visit late this afternoon.” he said mechanically.
“That sounds great!”
“They say it has forty hundred and sixty five steps to get to its very top.”
The doctor talked again. He could catch a slight change on his voice: maybe now, turning
the conversation to that area of climbing towers and sight-seeing the city, was something he really
wanted to hear. He was a psychiatrist, after all.
“Enjoy the climbing, then! Keep me posted, okay?”

“I will; thanks for calling, Doctor.”
“My pleasure.”
The doctor was the first one to hang up the phone. He left his cell phone upon the bed,
looking out the window behind the curtain. It was getting dark again, maybe time to go downstairs
and fix some dinner. His landlady told him so: he was free to go to the kitchen any time to prepare
his own food. However, he was not hungry. He put the TV on. A sheet showing an exhaustive TVchannel list laid upon the bed table. He studied it largely, and finally he came to a decision and put
the BBC World Service on, making himself comfortable upon the bed. Some awful problem related
to Spanish cucumbers was the main European authorities' concern, and according to the news, some
German people had died of e.coli already, as a direct consequence of eating those very same
Spanish cucumbers. He was astonished, but not as astonished as he had been after knowing there
was no-one upstairs.
“I miss you”, he said. His voice sounded sad and hopeless in that almost quiet bedroom,
because he kept the TV volume at a minimum; he did not want to annoy his landlady and her
husband. He looked at the place where those yellow dahlias had stood; they were gone. In their
place, looking majestic, rested some big and beautiful red tulips. Of course, he thought, this is
Holland after all. So why not? Some red tulips, sure. Maybe it was the tulips' fragrance, or maybe it
was because he was tired, or maybe it was even because the British voices coming from the TV
were flawless and, being so, were, in fact, almost mesmerising him; but the fact is: he fell asleep,
and he dreamed of her, and he cried although he did not notice it because he was dreaming; and his
tears went all his face down until pooling upon the bed, where small stains appeared almost
immediately. He quivered all over briefly, as if the dream was hard to cope with; after a while he
was at ease, breathing regularly, eyes-closed and arms-crossed upon his pit; he was crying no more,
so the stains upon the bedlinen dried and vanished; the TV was merely a rumour and the night had
finally fell down; his landlady and her husband were sleeping peacefully one storey below; there
was no-one to be seen strolling the streets, and the canals reflected the moonlight recklessly; from
time to time some distant voices could be heard because there were some tourists coming back to
their hotels and boarding houses; but not there, in that peaceful street, fairly far from the bustle of
that ancient city; so, neither his landlady nor her husband heard the door's latch moving; neither did
he. Otherwise, they would have got up in order to go quickly to see who that was; for no-one apart
from the guest staying in the first room was supposed to be there or to have the key to get in; and
most likely, in doing so, they would have seen something they had not managed to comprehend, not
with the use of their left-side of the Sperry's model for the human brain; for although it was a fact
that the door got open, no-one was standing there to be seen, and despite so the door was widely
opened, as if someone big – or maybe we could possibly say fat – was having some sort of
difficulties to get through; and what about observing the door, after a couple of seconds, shut itself
again slowly, and then hear the key acting on the lock? Surely we could continue our odd
description in telling that that was not just the only supernatural event for that night, because right
then the narrow staircase seemed to complain itself by emitting some creaking noises, the usual
ones one could hear when someone was going upstairs, aiding himself with that wooden white rail;
but that would not be over until hearing the second room's door open and close itself again,
followed by some small pressure faintly perceptible through the ceiling, in case one had stood one
storey right below.
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“Did you sleep well?”
That was his landlady in her way from the kitchen, holding a silver tray with a white plate
full of home-made ham upon it. She put the tray on the dinning table and smiled at him.
“Oh yes, I did.” he responded.
She nodded and took a seat opposite him.

“So, no odd noises in the middle of the night this time, right?”
“Nope.”
“It looks like there is no ghost, after all, does it not?”
“I suppose it does, yes.” he said, sipping some coffee.
She nodded once again, letting her back rest against the wooden chair. Her look was
somehow different that morning; he could barely fathom why. She looked older, as if she had been
awake all night long.
“Are you okay?” he asked her.
She took her time to answer:
“No, not really.”
He put his cup of coffee, now almost empty, upon its saucer. Staring at her, he folded his
arms and frowned: “So?”
“This morning I found the second room's door locked.” she said without hesitation.
“Is that so terrible?”
“I did not lock the door; neither did my husband.”
“I see.”
“It is common to give a pair of keys to our guests, as you do know, to allow them to lock
their bedrooms for security reasons and to get in and out whenever they please; there is no curfew in
this house, as you well know. Most of them don't lock their doors, because they don't feel like doing
so in this very house, and that's something of the utmost importance to us.” She paused briefly,
sighting. Then, she continued: “But that other guest I told you yesterday morning about, that, that
was really a paranoid one.”
“Was he?”
“Oh, yes, he truly was.” she said, disgusted.
“So he usually locked his bedroom's door every time he was out, is that so?”
“Pretty much.”
He nodded and added, smiling sadly: “My wife would've done the same.”
“But it could possibly be I was wrong, you know, and maybe it was me who locked that
door. I'm getting on a bit, and I've got memory lacks from time to time.” she admitted, regretfully.
“The problem is”, she went on, “I looked for those keys; not the ones we keep for ourselves, but the
ones I normally give to any guest staying in that room.”
She stopped talking, as if trying to find the right words to describe what was in her mind.
That was a dull morning; the dining room was barely illuminated by all the lamps hanging from the
ceiling, and even the opened garden's door seemed to project weird shadows on the dining room's
walls, thus hardening the darkness inside. That house, the one which looked so lovely and homely,
now, little by little, was becoming something quite the contrary: a place where shadows were
painting walls black; a place where not even the central heating was able to produce the slightest
warmth; a place where too many memories melted down like ice, composing a bleak atmosphere of
sad and gloomy remembrances no-one could possibly bear.
“I could not find them.” she concluded, looking down as if she was ashamed of herself.
“Did you use the other keys, the ones you've got, to get in the room?” he questioned.
“Yes, I did.”
“So? Did you see something in there? Anything?”
She looked at him vividly and nodded widely. Taking a deep breath, she said:
“The shower.”
“The shower? What was wrong with it?”
“I clean the shower myself at least twice per week; more often if a guest leaves and there is
another one coming to the same room.” she explained tiredly. “So, it was supposed to remain that
way.”
“You mean...”
“I mean what I did see when I got in that room: the shower was not clean any more, as if
someone had used it. It could have been used that first night of your arrival, when you thought you

heard the water running.”
“You are kidding me!” he shouted, astonished.
“I fear I am not.”
Upon the wooden dinning table, more or less in its centre, a sole honey wax candle rested
quite unaware of a cold wind entering the dining room through the garden's opened door, all of a
sudden. He stared at it for a while, observing how that wind was blowing the candle slightly and not
on purpose, until she got up and shut the door almost violently; then, the candle was still offering its
honeyed light and fragrance, but just briefly, because after not so long its flame was finally
extinguished.
“According to your own words then,” he stated, “there is a ghost in this very house, and it
does have those keys.”
She went to the kitchen and came back after a minute holding a match box. She intended to
light the candle again, but oddly she did not manage to do so. She gave up, eventually.
“I know it sounds a bit crazy, but it does look that way.” she confessed, putting the match
box upon the table, beside the honey wax candle.
For the best part of a minute, neither of them said anything. Too many things to ponder; too
many weird events to consider.
Finally, it was him who said:
“I think we should find out more about that guest you told me.”
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It came to happen he got a friend who had never spent a sole night away from home. Odd,
certainly, because that very same friend of his was, at that time, about forty years old. He tried to
convince him to do the other way round, that is, to get away from home for, let's say, a whole year.
To taste it, as he put it once. The idea was to show him good things could happen when one was out
there, in an unknown environment. That was before she passed away, so he himself was not willing
to be far from home for such a long time, obviously, but still he could suggest so to his friend.
When she died, it was the Doctor who suggested him just the same.
“Catch a plane; go see the world out there”, the Doctor would say to him one rainy morning.
Being alone was hard to cope with. Sometimes, whilst wondering around the city, he saw
people having beers in pubs. He wondered if he could have a seat, alone, amidst that very same
people and ask the waiter for a beer. Would that beer taste the same as the ones they were drinking?
He feared it would not. So, instead of taking a seat over there, he just passed by, going back home.
He could remember perfectly well how he met his wife. He was not that sort of handsome man well
known among the women; on the contrary, he was pretty ugly: almost bald, with a big nose; as long
as he was sweating gross trails of acne were clearly visible upon his skin. Besides, he did not
socialize much, there it laid the difficulty of meeting women. So, it was quite a surprise how they
bumped into each other that Saturday evening. He was a bit crossed that evening because some sort
of an unsolved problem at work, so instead of staying at home as usual, he went for a drink. He
walked into a bar not so far away from home, merely a matter of pragmatism: in case he got illdrunk, he could reach home more or less safely. The bar was dark and stank of smoke and fries; but
he did not pay attention to that: he got in, had a seat at a table placed in a far corner, and waited for
the waiter to come. Instead of a waiter, it turned out it was a waitress, and quite beautiful. After so
many beers, but right before he started to feel awfully drowsy, she asked him if he was all right. He
responded he was not, that was why he was having lots of lots of pure cheap beer: to brush all his
problems away. She said that was wrong; life was, essentially, marvellous and he was mistaken in
throwing it away like that; he looked up and smiled, but just briefly; it was then when their eyes
seemed to meet for the first time that night. She was holding another bottle of cold beer upon a tray,
but instead of putting it on the table, she turned around and disappeared among all that smoke and
dim light. He could make out some words she uttered right before vanishing in thin air:

“You had enough.”
He stayed there for a while, despite the fact he had beer no more. The bar's interior looked
fairly gloomy but that was the kind of atmosphere he was looking for; thus, he decided to stay
seated at that empty table, letting time pass by. Half an hour later, she returned carrying a white
plate; she put it upon the table, right in front of him. On it, he could see a tasty sandwich made of
ham.
“Eat it.” she said.
“I'm not hungry.” he admitted, folding his arms.
She smiled at him: “You must be, it is just you didn't realize yet.”
After saying so, she took a seat beside him. He could smell her perfume and her proximity,
somehow, scared him. So he tried to say, politely, that he was not hungry at all, so she'd better be
going to attend to other customers, thank you very much. She did not respond, looking at him a bit
amused.
“Whatever it is, it cannot be that bad.” she said, almost in a whisper.
“How could you possibly know that?” he inquired.
She sighed.
“I've been through a nightmare lately.”
“Have you?”
“Indeed.”
He toyed with the plate for a while, not feeling hungry yet but almost. She went on:
“I was married to an English man for ten years, and I worked in the United Kingdom for
almost seven out of those very ten years. I lived in a small town, a stone town as they called it:
Stamford.”
He nodded.
“I see, and now you are back, is that so?”
She smiled bitterly.
“I wouldn't say that, but well, all things considered, maybe it is so.”
He looked a bit confused, so he asked her: “Where's the nightmare in that?”
“At first, I was quite enjoying my new life there, but after one whole year I got bored.” she
elaborated. Her eyes expressed sadness. “So I guess I could say I've being bored for almost six
entire years.”
“What about your husband? Are you still married?”
“Not at all. I got a divorce.” said she, triumphantly. “Now, I don't feel like going abroad any
more. I want to stay here, in my home country, until the day I die.”
He started to feel a bit hungry. He stopped toying with the plate and grabbed the sandwich
quickly, startling her.
“It turns out I am a bit hungry.” he confessed, biting it.
“I knew it.”
He ate the sandwich without uttering a word; she stared at him all the time. As soon as he
finished the whole thing, she smiled and said:
“Aren’t you going to tell me what the matter is?”
He shrugged.
“I don't know. Should I?”
He pondered for a while. It was starting to get late, so he had to think about going to work
the next morning. He was a bit drunk, though not as drunk as he would have been in case she had
served him beers all evening long, which was the very first idea, it had to be said. Thus, instead of
pouring down his misery, he got up and in no time was headed home, leaving her in that bar, seated
at that table, where an empty plate rested all by itself quite near to the edge; he did not come back
that evening; not even the next one: it took almost an entire week until he dared to do so. She was
still there, of course, because she worked there, so they met again and they had a little chat about
trivial matters. This time, he did not drink beer; he contented himself by having coffee and talking
openly to her. It was a relief to realize that, after so many years, he finally had found someone to

talk to; from then on he walked into that bar every time and again, and all those visits converged in
an actual date: they went to the cinema to watch a British film titled Never Let Me Go, based on the
novel written by Kazuo Ishiguro; it was near its ending when a certain Miss Geraldine would say:
“We didn't have the gallery to see into your souls; we had the gallery to see if you had souls at all.”
At those words, spoken so coldly, he could not help it but water his eyes; she realized that and put
her left hand over his right one gently. He turned his head slightly towards her in order to look at
her face. A sole tear seemed to be trapped in its way down her cheek; he made it disappear by
touching it smoothly with one of his fingers; she closed her eyes almost instinctively and he
wondered if his touch would be cold; her skin was warm so he did not command his finger to get
away immediately: he allowed his finger to rest right there upon her skin for a bit longer instead,
thinking all along if he would dare to move it far beyond her cheek, maybe all the way down her
beautiful and unprotected neck. “There are no deferrals,” said another voice coming from the film,
“and there never have been.” She opened her eyes and stared at him. The film was building up to
its very ending, but that did not seem to be of any importance to them; so whilst in it Madame bid
her farewell to that couple of hopeless clones by saying: “Poor creatures, I wish I could help you”,
they kept staring at one another, not daring to make the slightest move, neither of them, until she put
her head to rest against his shoulder whilst reaching out for his hand. “Stop the car; I have to get
out.” said a certain Tommy in the film. That scream they were not prepared to cope with; so while
that Tommy was totally devastated, kneeling down upon that wet soil of England, they were quite in
bad spirits: the ending came not so long after that intense bit; that very last sentence was actually a
bitter statement: “If the lives of all those who we are supposed to save are so different from the ones
we live, we are all completed.”
“I think I love you.” she said, still resting her head against his shoulder.
He smiled and kissed her on her forehead. Someone finally does, he thought.
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According to his landlady, that guest got published once: Walls was his first and last novel's
title. A young lady who lived all by herself went nuts after her father's death. Trapped in a small
flat, she would spend her days knocking walls down whilst her terrified neighbours wandered when
the entire building would collapse. That would happen eventually, of course, and all of them would
perish irremediably, whilst she would become the sole survivor of the tragedy. Cheerful, he thought.
Curiously, his landlady had that book somewhere in the boarding house, because when she knew
who that guest was, she decided to go buy his book.
It was a heart attack. Apart from the police and a doctor, some relatives would come to the
house in order to take care of his belongings, above all his laptop, where it was supposed he would
have some pages from his new work; an unfinished book, probably. His death was briefly covered
by a local newspaper, and she could read some vague remark on a widespread one whose name she
could barely recall. She decided no guest would stay in that room, because now it was stained with
angst and sorrow; her husband could not agree more with her; therefore that room would remain
closed forever. About his last novel, she did not hear a word: he was extremely careful all the time
so that she rarely found his laptop switched on without him being around and, besides, she had to
admit she did not give a shit: the reading of Walls turned out to be a bit boring. When she opened
that door and found him laying down upon the bed, her first thought was he was somehow sedated.
It would not be after calling his name twice that she would dare to have a closer look: to her panic,
he was not breathing. He was laying down face up, eyes opened, arms resting upon the white sheets;
the room's guest keys glowed from his cupped left hand. On the bed table, right beside the bed
lamp, a paperback edition of a book written by Ian McEwan, Atonement, with a bookmark slipped
between pages 76 and 77, rested quite unaware of its owner's death. Apparently, he found something
of the utmost importance in the last sentence in page 77, for he underlined it using a highlighter:
She would simply wait on the bridge, calm and obstinate, until events, real events, not her own

fantasies, rose to her challenge, and dispelled her insignificance. The laptop was nowhere to be
seen, so she would wonder for a while where it was found in the end, and who made the discovery.
Opposite the bed, standing upon a narrow marble table and in a quite impressive old vase decorated
with dragons and mountains, some yellow dahlias – her preferred ones -, were withering. She
hasted to get them out of that room, because it was pretty obvious to her that some odd malevolence
had impregnated them, and she did not want them to die: so he put the dahlias downstairs, in her
private rooms, and made some phone calls. She put them on the window-sill, hoping that some
morning sun rays, slightly intensified by the filter-effect in going through the window-pane, would
make them recover. Not too long after that, the boarding house would be full of strangers and she
would wait outside the room, upstairs, leaning her back against the white wooden rail, worrying
about her dahlias. A lot of questions would come, obviously, but there would be no further inquiries,
for it was pretty evident, according to the doctor, that that guest had died of a heart attack.
When she went downstairs and she was sure there was no-one else in the house apart from
her husband, she decided to check on her yellow dying dahlias. She hoped they would be better:
after all she got them out of that room where only death seemed to dwell. But when she got in her
private rooms, she could see that the vase was now completely empty. She heard a noise behind her,
so she turned around to face it. It was her husband carrying a big blue scum bag; from there, some
sterns could be seen emerging awkwardly, as if they were not just dahlias, but something else
willing to escape. What have you done?, she asked him fiercely. He could barely respond; he looked
at her instead still holding that blue scum bag full of withered dahlias, hesitated, moved his head
down clumsily after a while, stared at that scum bag of his as if mystified by some ancient secret,
and after his first and only unsuccessful try of making up an excuse, he was headed out of the room,
stumbling whilst crossing the door, right under its frame, therefore losing his balance and making
the scum bag fell upon the floor. She looked down horrified at those dying dahlias, some of them
now spread upon the tiled floor, for that fall had tossed them out of the bag. What have you done,
for God's sake?, she asked him once again, almost crying. But it was pointless; he would not be
able to say a word, kneeling down upon the floor, trying to gather himself; she would not make a try
to help him up, thus conveying him to a certain isolation he probably did not deserve at all, and so
he would feel alone and lonely, and in his pain he would summon the same angst and sorrow that
would dwell for years on end in that guests' room, only one storey above, and in doing so it would
be more than just a wooden white door what they would decide to close forever. She would
eventually get out of the room leaving those dahlias lying upon the tiled floor, squeezing up whilst
getting past the door so that she could avoid touching her husband, who would cleverly resolve to
stand still until she was nowhere to be seen.
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“We have to trap him.” he said.
From his left, seated at the dining room's table, it came her nod. “But how?” she demanded
to know.
He sighed and closed his eyes as if hesitating, folding his arms. It was a nice morning
though a bit cold. Because he had not got out of the house yet he could not know whether the cold
had, in fact, something to do with that supernatural presence upstairs or, on the contrary, a fairly
plausible explanation could apply there in the form of lower temperatures; that was Holland, after
all, and cold and windy days were more than common. She had put the central heating on that
morning, and it seemed to him she was doing so every morning, in a desperate intent on warming
the entire house up.
Finally, he opened his eyes and responded:
“Well, that ghost seems incapable of getting a door open without using a key, does it not?”
he smiled briefly. He waited for her to nod once again, then went on: “So, we had to lock him up.”
he added, confident.
“You mean, in the room upstairs?”

“Indeed. It appears to me that's the easiest way possible, don't you think?”
She nodded for the third time that morning. Trapping a ghost was supposed to be something
almost impossible, some sort of difficult task only actual experts could attempt; despite so she
thought that scheme as foolish as it was feasible: to trap that ghost in its own room. Brilliant.
“And then, what?” she asked him.
“Still pondering that.” he confessed.
“Well, the first idea was to keep that door closed forever, so I think it does not really matter
if we have a ghost trapped in there.”
She stood up and went to the kitchen to make some more strong filtered coffee. He waited
for their chat to resume toying with his empty porcelain cup. That morning the adjacent garden's
door was shut. A huge old golden lamp hang from the ceiling not half a meter above his head,
framing him in a small circle of light. Beyond that table, the kitchen was in almost complete
darkness. He turned his head to the right, in order to catch a glimpse of her working in the kitchen.
He came to think about the weirdness of it all: how delicate it seemed to be that circle of light where
he was enclosed in; how it was closing in, little by little, despite it was not so early in the morning
and the lamp had the same number of light bulbs on; would that mean the ghost was back? He
shook his head thus ostracising that idea almost immediately; he could not allow poisonous
thoughts commanding his actions. He looked up at that impressive golden lamp and saw it move
slightly. She came back from the kitchen carrying another silver coffee pot: she held it by its handle
using her right hand, which was covered in rugs to avoid it from getting harm. In no time she was in
the light circle, smiling at him dryly. She took a seat sighting, and then put the coffee pot where the
empty one had stood.
“How are we going to lock him up?” she questioned.
He helped himself with the coffee, and after having a couple of sips he said:
“First, we have to watch his movements.”
“It is a ghost, we cannot actually see him.”
“We don't know that, and besides I did not mean to watch him: I meant to watch his
movements.”
“Like doors opening on their own and the staircase emitting odd noises late at night?”
“Sort of.”
She nodded in silence. He looked up once again in order to check on that golden lamp. It
was not moving now, not even slightly. Its stillness made him remember, though only briefly, about
an old acquaintance of his whose first abroad trip had been to Liverpool; there he would buy a
calendar for a present, one of those full of spectacular pictures of the city and its surroundings; that
present was supposed to be for some woman or another he had never heard of; however, on one
such a sad occasion, he happened to be having a beer in his acquaintance's flat – difficult to recall
why -, and in his way to have a little po he saw that very same calendar still wrapped in that kind of
transparent foil, resting upon a rotten wooden table, circled by rusty screws and nuts, some
hammers and an old screwdriver no-one would use any more. That storeroom was full of long-timeago forgotten things. He could not help it but get in that room and had a look at the calendar. It was
completely useless. He wondered if that friend of his would be from the past, in that case maybe the
calendar sill could be of some assistance. Space for daily appointments, it said. He felt a bit
depressed. It was a present due to cease its own frugal existence; just one year, or maybe a bit more
in case its owner forgot about it some time past December; but that one was not only damned from
the very beginning of its conception: it was even worse: no-one had used it, no-one had gazed at its
gorgeous pictures, no-one had even unwrapped it: there it was, standing upon an old wooden table
where only ineffectual tools laid, as if it was something to be ashamed of: an error.
“The room's door can be locked from the outside and, if you are in there and you don't have
the key, you get trapped. Is that so?” he asked her.
She looked a bit embarrassed for a while.
“Yes.” that was all she said.
“So that's it, then” he murmured, “we have to steal the keys from him and lock the door

from the outside.”
She stared at him astonished.
“How are we supposed to achieve something like that?”
For the best part of a minute he said nothing. He was still thinking about that run out
calendar: on its back he saw twelve different pictures of Liverpool, one for each year's month: The
Albert Dock, The Metropolitan Cathedral, The Anglican Cathedral, and among them and closer to
the months belonging to the spring season Sutton Park, and an impressive ferry crossing the Mersey
River by moonlight – though he had never heard of a Mersey Ferry crossing the river at night at all
-. Despite its proximity to the river, The Albert Dock stood for January. When he left, his
acquaintance kept drinking brutally. One month after he would be told about him being suicidal,
and not long after that he would heard about his death. He had killed himself slitting his veins,
surely a painful way to die. He wondered about that calendar, had he committed suicide staring at it,
still wrapped in that transparent foil and crying? He could see more or less clearly how his tears
would ran all his face down until reaching the calendar, which would be probably resting upon his
lap in order to gaze at it whilst his wide open wrists gushed a lot of blood off its transparent foil:
oddly, he would be long dead but the calendar, under its protective cover, would be completely all
right despite all the blood.
“We have to wait until he fall asleep.” he responded without looking at her.
“In case we can see him.”
“As I said, we don't know if he's invisible. Maybe he is, but maybe we can hear him
breathing.”
“Do you think he is out now?”
He looked at her finally, forcing a smile.
“I couldn't tell.” he answered dryly.
He thought about his doctor, that good light-hearted psychiatrist, convincing him to explore
the world; the best way of avoiding sad remembrances and cheer up. Bloody hell, he said to himself,
it's been just the contrary. First it was his wife; now that old acquaintance of his and his dreadful
suicide; he wondered how painful would be to slit one's veins, and how long would take to die that
way. He resolved his acquaintance had had plenty of time to look at that bloody calendar whilst
dying. He knew for sure sadness could shape one's life in such a terrible way that most people out
there would choose death to live; in that context it was not a paradox: it was a cure.
“We have to wait for him to arrive in his room, I'm afraid.” he said after a while.
“Hidden?”
“Exactly.” he sipped some filtered coffee and smiled at her, “Maybe under his bed.”
“But first we should be sure he's out, don't you think?”
He nodded.
“How?” she asked staring at him.
“We can go to his room now, and check if its door's locked.”
“I did not lock the door when I found out about the shower and the keys,” she admitted. “so
it shouldn't be.”
“If he's in there.” he added, gloomily.
“Last time that door was locked, it was early in the morning.” she reminded him.
“You're right.” he said looking at his wristwatch. “If he's out, that door should be locked; we
will wait otherwise.”
“What about the window? Do you think he could ...” she started.
“No way,” he cut in on her suddenly, “he's still using keys for God's sake!”
She remained silent, giving his thoughts another opportunity to drift around.
There's no such things as ghosts, his wife said once. Now, he had to deal with an odd one,
one incapable of getting doors open without a key; one having showers irritably late at night; one
being as paranoid as when it was alive; what sort of ghost could that possibly be? He had to admit
it: that entire situation was far beyond anything else he could ever think of. What was it what he
wanted? He had another sip of strong coffee and sighed. She helped herself with some tea; that

morning the fresh fruit salad was still resting on his white plate, untouched. He was not hungry. He
had had the orange juice and some ham, and that would be all for that day. So, what was the plan?
Get into his room: either he would be out or he would be right there. In case the door was locked, it
was more than probable he would be out. She told him so: he was a paranoid. All the time he had
locked his door during the time he had spent outdoors. And, apparently, even now, he was still
acting the same way. So the idea was simple: to wait for him under the bed, not making the slightest
noise, and hope for the best: he was that sort of weird ghost having showers and getting doors open
using a mere key, that he probably would have to take a nap. That most certainly was, he thought
without any doubts. He was sure the ghost would be somehow a physical presence, though maybe
invisible; anyway, he thought it would be feasible to lay down upon the carpeted floor, right under
the bed, and still hear or even see some pressure upon it at the precise instant the ghost would
decide to go to bed. Then they would wait until it was safe to steal the keys – which, he guessed,
would be dangling from the door's keyhole -.
“Who will be? I mean, the one waiting in the room.” she asked him.
“Me.” he sounded as if he had made up his mind entirely.
“I see.” she looked at him sadly and after a moment's hesitation, she said: “It can't be any
dangerous, can it?”
He did not respond.
“Damn!” she exclaimed.
He wanted that ghost trapped, stuck in that room upstairs. It is you who is wrong, his wife
said that last night, laying in her death's bed, blind. Remembrances were driving him crazy; he
pitied his doctor, because now that trip to Holland had proved itself absolutely useless: instead of
keeping him away from suicidal and dark thoughts, there he was: dealing with old dreadful and sad
memories; thinking about death almost every now and again, and wishing to capture a ghost; an
actual ghost whose limited powers were forcing him to use something as earthly as that key-pair to
get doors open. So he thought about his wife all along, and if a ghost could interact with the real
world, then it was for granted that that very same ghost would be able to pass messages to others of
the same condition, namely dead. He could remember her forehead's coldness when he touched it
that last time, and how she couldn't see him though he was almost upon her and despite her illness
she smelled of fresh roses. His first night in the boarding house he sensed something, something
lurking in his room, willing to show up but eventually vanishing; could that be her? He closed his
eyes and summoned her face; who cared when that ghost decided to appear? Who the hell cared
why he decided to stay in that room instead of lodging elsewhere? Who cared about anything else
than a possibility? A connection, he thought. That was it. The reason that brought him here, to
Holland, to that boarding house; all his life since her death had been converging, though he did not
know then, to that momentous instant.
“I think I know what I am going to do as soon as he gets trapped.” he murmured.
She looked questioningly at him.
“I'm going to ask him something.” he concluded.
She nodded, because she understood perfectly. He stared at his porcelain cup, now empty
because he had finished the whole thing already, and in doing so he felt depressed. A cup which had
been emptied made him feel that way; now he could see its clear bottom; the porcelain which had
been so hot not five minutes ago, now was as cold as his wife's forehead. He wondered how many
guests had drunk coffee from that same cup he was holding, and thought it obscenely impersonal
and cold. Disgusted, he put that cup upon the table, and then shoved it slightly, until he was sure it
was far from reach.
“It's about time.” he said whilst standing up: “Let's hunt that ghost down.”
10
He heard the key clicking in the door's latch and moved himself quickly under the bed. He

did not want to be right there when that came in. He laid down upon the tiled cold floor, his eyes
looking at that blackness of the bed frame, which had become, quite suddenly, his private ceiling;
he closed his eyes tight and hoped for the worst to pass; he could hear now the door being shut and
someone moving slowly in the flat. He tried to hold his breath.
“Hello?”
That unexpected voice startled him. That thing was not supposed to speak, not to mention to
do so using a well-known voice. He realised that that thing, standing somewhere in the flat - the
kitchen probably -, was, in fact, their neighbour; so nothing to be scared of, after all. But still, the
mere idea of pushing himself out of that shelter, and meet her seemed preposterous. So he stayed
down there, still holding his breath, not even daring to do the slightest move, wishing her to go
away. Another hello would come, of course, because that neighbour was sure he was there; whether
that was because she managed to perceive him or she had been told he would be there, he couldn't
tell. He thought she was moving towards his bedroom, so he squeezed beneath the bed and put his
right hand over his mouth to silence any sound. His eyes got used to that unnatural darkness, so he
could see one slipper with its flat-sole facing up, resting clumsily over a couple of white longforgotten socks; the other slipper was nowhere to be seen. “Hello?”, it came again. He guessed she
was by his bedroom's doorway, probably bending herself over to catch a better glimpse of the
room's interior. A terrible thought shook him all over: maybe the blanket would allow her to see him
sheltering under the bed. That was so because in order to get down there he had lifted it slightly and
now he was unable to say for sure if he had put it back down. Thus, he opened his eyes, turning his
head left vaguely, in order to find out. No; he had not. He could see a perfect gap which that blanket
was supposed to cover; so that certainty, that dreadful realization, would finally come: he had been
exposed to her all the time. However, she would say Hello just one more time, and then she would
be headed for the flat's front door, without even trying to peer under the bed. Not much after that,
the door would be slammed shut and he would be left alone.
It would be later on, one October rainy evening, when his mother would ask him about that;
he could recall that perfectly well: his father was seated on that impressive black-furred armchair,
smoking his cigar; she was peeling some potatoes for dinner; the telly was on because he was
watching a Japanese cartoon called Captain Herlock; and he was seated on the sofa, holding the
remote proudly. Now tell me, darling, she would start asking, what possible reason would you have
to do something like that? At first he wasn't sure what she meant by that question. He was so
concentrated on the way that certain Captain Herlock was vaporizing some improbable
extraterrestrial creature with his laser-pistol, that it would be a question yet to be answered, even
when he pushed the power button on the remote in order to turn off the TV. Thus, his mother would
ask him again. At some point or another, he would understand; and yet it would be absolutely
impossible to answer that question. His father would keep smoking his cigar impassibly, his deep
dark eyes narrowed because of all the smoke; he would decide to remain silent because nothing was
what he could tell his mother; and she would let the matter go, eventually.
I miss you both, he thought. That most certainly was: his father smoking those awful cigars,
the house always stinking of tobacco, and that dreadful idea that someday, somehow, that old blackfurred armchair would be set on fire: his father sometimes fell asleep seated on it holding the cigar
lit up among his fingers; his mum would be the one in charge of keeping an eye on him for years on
end, until his death. When he passed away, no-one would dare to seat on that armchair; from time to
time, they both would look at it sadly, and more than once he would catch a glimpse of his mother
crying silently. That empty armchair would symbolize how exposed anyone's life could be from
then on. He wondered where it would be now; he thought his mother decided to get rid of it not
long after his father's death. He could recall a framed gap on the floor where that old black-furred
armchair had once stood; his mother would mop it restlessly until it shone.
It turned out the door was locked; so he had entered the room and had slid himself under the
bed without hesitation. His landlady would be outside, mainly in the kitchen, waiting for him to get
out. It was uncomfortable down there; he was grown up now, so there was not much room beneath
the bed frame. He had to keep his head turned to one side, otherwise he would have touched the

back of the bed frame with the tip of his nose. Instead of resting upon the tiled floor as when he was
merely a kid hiding himself from his neighbour, now he laid upon a carpeted one, thus after two or
three hours of unease waiting, he felt his back completely sweaty. He thought about his parents, the
way his mother used to rescue him from his terrible nightmares; how his father kept smoking even
when the doctor said to him he had cancer; and that incessant feeling of betraying them, all the time
they asked him about his life, if he was with someone else, because in their own private and
somehow simplistic world a man without love could not be happy at all. He pushed the bed frame
slightly using his two hands, in a foolish attempt to make himself more room down there. This time,
the blanket was covering him completely, and thus it was pitch back in there. From time to time he
would use his own wristwatch, which was retro-illuminated, to light that small and suffocating
space, evoking that single slipper resting all by itself, as if willing to go back to his long-ago
childhood. Everybody was long-dead now, so he was more or less the last one standing. He was still
young, but he felt old. He realised he had spent a lot of time since his wife passed away thinking
about death. Curiously, instead of feeling depressed because of that, he smiled for the first time
since then, liberated. Laying there, under that anonymous bed, he felt a bit sick because of the
central heating, still on, warming that bedroom up. He wanted to ask her landlady to turn it off, but
there was no way he could do that without revealing himself where he was sheltering; he did not
want to take any chances, so he stayed down there resignedly. He had a quick look at his wristwatch
once again. Sooner or later, that ghost would be back. He was completely sure he could hear the
door getting open, and probably some weight upon the bed. Such an odd ghost in need of doing
things the old way, he reckoned, was either a fool or a one without any ghostly-stuff previous
experience. That was an old yet stupid theory he would discuss with his wife back then, during
those old golden days of never-ending happiness. The first time it was her who would bring that
matter up as if, in doing so, she would be piling additional arguments up to enforce her scepticism;
they were seated on the sofa, listening to the last Dark Sanctuary album, and he was almost sleepy:
Do you think someone who has just passed away, as a ghost, would be able to do things like, let's
say, go trough a door without opening it before, right from the beginning? He would consider for a
while, but being sleepy it would be impossible to discuss about that properly; therefore they would
put the matter at rest for a bit; in the days to come they would go back to those same weird theories.
Maybe it was so; that writer had died quite suddenly, and now he was still wandering around the
streets of that old medieval city, returning after a huge tourist stroll, exhausted, willing to have a
shower and go to bed. And because he hadn't had neither the time nor the opportunity, he was
unaware of the ghost ways of getting things done.
At some point, he fell asleep; maybe it was because of that awful central heating. He
dreamed of his wife and his parents, and his old suicidal acquaintance would be there, as well. All
of them were standing upright, looking and smiling stupidly at him. His mother wore a long black
night gown so long he could not see her feet; his father was dressed in a magnificent smoking, a bit
loose on his shoulders that he looked a bit uncomfortable; his acquaintance was completely naked,
barely covering his thigh with that run out Liverpool calendar, which was still wrapped in that
transparent foil, now completely stained with blood, and yet, despite his evident vulnerability, he
seemed to be looking at him not the least bit embarrassed. He wanted to ask them why she was not
among them, but he suddenly realized he did not know how to do that in dreams, therefore no words
would be finally uttered.
Then, it came the squeaking: he awoke almost instantly, for a bit not remembering where he
was, disoriented. The thick blackness surrounding him was certainly of no assistance at all; he could
hear a door getting open but it took a whole minute to understand what that meant. His head was
turned left, towards the door. He held his breath, waiting. The door was shut rapidly. For the best
part of a minute, nothing was what he could hear; but then a slight clank came to his ears:
something metallic, a key ring probably. He smiled; that has to be the keys, dangling, as he had
foreseen, from the door's keyhole and clinking against one another. Then, some steps going towards
the bed; he tried to shrink away from them, commanding his body to move itself to the right, but it
turned out it was impossible: there was no much room down there. He changed his mind and

decided to stand still, listening. The steps seemed to stop somewhere near the bed, on his left. He
perceived a puff and then nothing. That silence was so intolerable that he stupidly thought he had
been detected, and he was waiting for the blanket to be brutally removed, and for some supernatural
force to grab him and push him fiercely out of his so-obvious shelter. He closed his eyes in an
unsuccessful attempt to skip a headache; an insurmountable throbbing pain was now at his left
temple. He thought of an unexpected migraine, and why on earth he did not bring some painkillers
with him before getting under the bed. The ghost could not be more than some centimetres away
from him, and it was precisely because of his proximity that he could smell that fresh sweet scent.
He opened his eyes, surprised, almost forgetting about his headache. It can't be, he said to himself.
His head was still turned left, so he could see how the blanket seemed to be grazed. He envisaged
some invisible presence passing by the bed, brushing the blanket to and fro, as if he was made of
wind. A voice coming all of a sudden from the telly startled him. More about those Spanish
cucumbers: it turned out Germany had been terribly mistaken, and those vegetables had nothing to
do with the e.coli small crisis. At last, some good news. Then it came a slight thud; the remote
falling upon the bed, he guessed. The steps seemed to get further from the bed, so he surmised the
presence was going towards the bathroom. At some point or another, he could barely hear those
steps, and he couldn’t tell if that was because of the carpeted floor or because the ghost was starting
to do things properly, maybe stepping on the floor one out of every two steps. Apart from the voices
coming directly from the TV, now he did not hear anything else. Someone was talking about that
cucumber European crisis quite excited, and then another voice would come out in no time in order
to put that one at ease; amidst some irrational speeches about the different and unquestionable ways
Spain was supposed to deal with Germany to sort that out, he heard the water running in the shower.
Now that he thought that presence locked in the bathroom, he would allow himself some time to
spare. His first thoughts would be related to that fragrance he had smelt as soon as the door got
open. It was still there, everywhere. He recalled the first time he had smelt it: that first night,
downstairs, in his very room, coming from that fresh yellow dahlias. Then, it was her perfume, no
doubt about that. It seemed absolutely impossible that ghost could use the same elegant sweet
perfume as his deceased wife. Mixed with that scent, there was a slight yet perceptible one only he
could recall from her young white smooth skin. The steps came back, this time getting closer and
probably returning from the bathroom. The ghost had had a shower, and now he was undoubtedly
due to bed. He thought he would see the blanket being slightly lift from his left, because he was
laying right under the place where the pillows were supposed to be, up there, upon the bed.
However, that wouldn't happen. Whatever sort of ghost that was, it decided to lay down over the
blanket and, most likely, the bed-spread as well. He could hear the bed frame cracking faintly under
the ghost weight whilst he was accommodating himself upon it. His both hands were put against the
back of the bed frame instinctively, as if trying to avoid himself from being smashed. But it turned
out that ghost did not weigh much, so he removed his hands and let them rest upon the hot carpeted
floor, sighting. He waited. That thing was indeed breathing; now it was time for some averts on the
TV. The entire bedroom came to a silence out of the blue; he thought the ghost was exhausted after
a whole wandering-around-tourist-day, and decided to turn the TV off; those sparks and popping
noises lasted for less than a second, but even so he would hear them pretty well. He closed his eyes
in order to get rid of some little pinpricks which had appeared suddenly in his vision; that somehow
unexpected headache was becoming something much worse: a migraine, maybe. He tried to stay
calm. That scent of hers was more intense now. The ghost's breath went slow; he was probably
asleep. He kept his eyes closed tight a bit longer, whilst thinking about what he would do next. The
first idea had been to get out of under the bed, go towards the room's door straight away, grab the
key ring, open the door carefully trying not to make the slightest noise, and lock it from the other
side. Thus, the presence would end up trapped in there. Not any-more, he thought. He wanted that
scent to be explained. He was in need of understanding why he could almost feel her presence in
that room, not only because of that sweet smell, but in almost every single movement that ghost had
performed. For instance, the way his wife used to rest over all the bedlinen during those previous
misty minutes before the sleep because, she told him once, she hated the way the fabric brushed her

skin uncontrollably; or his custom of letting the remote fall down upon the bed recklessly. But more
importantly, he recalled, she was probably the only person he had ever met having showers every
night, before going to bed, instead of having them after getting up early in the mornings. It can't be,
he repeated to himself one more time. And yet, there the facts were. He opened his eyes again. The
darkness where he was enclosed in helped him to avoid the migraine; the pinpricks had vanished.
He was himself once again. Apart from the ghost's breath, there were no sounds in the bedroom. He
listened: nothing. Carefully, he passed his left hand under the blanket and grabbed an edge of the
wooden bed frame, all his fingers slid under the mattress but his thumb, which would stay under the
bed frame, firmly, and pushed himself out. At first he was a bit dizzy; he had spent almost the
whole day under the bed and with no much light. So it was normal to need some time for autoadjustments. His eyes craved for more darkness, but he commanded them to open wide and resist;
his second order would be for his groggy legs to awake; and so they would support his entire body
once again, until he was standing upright and staring, astonished, at that white blanket resting
irregularly upon some, yet unseen, human form. Where the human-breast was supposed to be, the
blanket rose briefly, just to fall down smoothly, rhythmically, once again, clearly following the
ghost's breath; the fabric would delimit a beautiful woman shape resting upon that bed, deeply
asleep. She had found her way under that white clean blanket, after all. He stood in front of the bed;
the first tear would show up, barely watering his left eye, but not rolling all his face down, not quite
yet; he stood still, looking at that charming yet undefinable human-shape, breathless. He knew he
was not allowed to touch the blanket, otherwise that form would be vaporised; that was the trick:
the connection he was in pursuit of: that bedroom, that bed, the blanket, earthly goods now having a
new and supernatural meaning: to keep the dead alive. That ghost was clearly that one of a woman,
and therefore he was now sure it was her. So he was not scared, his headache was long-gone. He
thought of so many plausible explanations why his wife was there; he tried to understand how,
instead of that writer, the presence dwelling upstairs had turned out to be that one of hers; he
considered different ways she could get the keys to get in; and yet, there she was; now that she was
invisible, he thought her a new kind of beauty. Explanations apart, in fact, there was only one thing
he could do right now. He had known all along, right since her death.
“I was right”, he would say to that unseen human form resting upon that bed, now crying
profusely, because of that certainty, that obvious resolution, that he was due to cease his own
existence. Then, that form would move itself slightly to the right side of the bed, leaving the left one
free: his side, he would realise. Not even death would make her forget about his habits. There would
not be scrambling voices coming from the hereafter; not even funny lights or sparks hovering oddly
in that room. He would lay down by her side, closing his eyes. She would caress his right cheek and
she would follow his lips with an invisible index finger until the blackness eventually came.
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